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Home Office backed 'slave labour' pay for immigration
detainees

Diane Taylor

Ministers overruled their own officials who recommended increase in rate for menial
jobs

Tue 4 Sep 2018 17.15 BST

Home Office ministers have overruled their own officials who recommended an increase to £1
per hour rates paid to immigration detainees to do menial jobs.

The information has emerged as part of a legal challenge against the Home Office brought by
detainees protesting about being paid what they called a “slave labour” rate for jobs such as
cleaning toilets or working in kitchens.

The work is voluntary and detainees do not have to pay for food or accommodation while they
are held in detention centres which, like prisons, are exempt from minimum wage legislation.

The Home Office says the menial work is provided on a voluntary basis to meet “recreational
and intellectual” needs and provide “relief from boredom”. However, without the detainees to
do the work, the Home Office would have to pay more than seven times as muchto external
workers.
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Lawyers for the detainees lodged initial legal proceedings known as a pre-action protocol last
year, but the Home Office promised to conduct an internal review of the extremely low pay
rates, with the legal action being paused until this had been completed.

Although Home Office officials and detention centre contractors have expressed support for a
pay rise, ministers decided the recommended increase from £1 to £1.15 was not necessary.
The rate has remained the same since 2008. The legal action is now continuing and will be
heard in the high court in December.

According to the legal documents seen by the Guardian, the Home Office’s review solicited
views from a variety of people, including detainees and centre managers. One centre manager
said: “When it comes to asking a detainee to put his hand down a toilet to clean or asked to
clean the body fat buildup in the showers for £1 an hour, then we are often met with the
response that you can stuff your job, which is why we have a high turnover for shower cleaners
and room cleaners.”

Previously, Home Office officials said £1 an hour “seems high”.

In a document known as a detention services order, Home Office officials said: “Whilst £1 per
hour seems high, I am reluctantly recommending that we accept this as the basic pay rate.”

The official added that reducing the rate to the preferred level of 75p would be “too risky”.
“We would be heavily criticised by the likes of NGOs, IMBs (independent monitoring boards)
and HMIP [the prisons inspectorate],” they said.

The Home Office standardised work payments in 2008, which had previously varied between
detention centres. In 2016-17, detainees carried out 887,073 hours of work, for which they
were paid £887,565. A very small percentage of them – 0.27% – were paid an enhanced rate of
£1.25 per hour for special projects.

The detainees’ lawyers say the home secretary is acting unlawfully under detention centre
rules and the internal pay review conducted by the Home Office is irrational and is in breach of
equality legislation.

Toufique Hossain from Duncan Lewis solicitors, who is bringing the legal action, said: “For
several years, the Home Office has exploited immigrants that the government has detained.
Cleaner, barber, kitchen assistant, interpreter, librarian … these are just a few of the jobs,
essential to the day-to-day running of detention centres, which are carried out by detainees.

“Indefensibly, the Home Office has set a maximum pay cap for such work at £1 per hour. After
we threatened legal action, the Home Office finally reviewed this policy at ministerial level,
but callously chose to maintain the cap. We now seek judicial scrutiny of this immoral and
obscene practice.”

The Home Office said: “The longstanding practice of offering paid activities to people in
immigration detention centres has been praised by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons as it
helps to keep them occupied whilst their removal is being arranged.

“Whether or not they wish to participate is entirely up to the detainees themselves, but the
numbers of detainees volunteering for paid activities across the detention estate is evidence
that the jobs are popular. This practice is not a substitute for the work of trained staff.”
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Immigration detainees mount legal challenge over £1-an-hour work

17:07, UK, Wednesday 05 September 2018

Critics say detainees' work is essential for running a detention centre

    

By Bethan Staton, news reporter

Immigration detainees have launched a legal challenge over a Home Office rule that forces them to
work for £1 an hour.

People in immigration detention completed up to 880,000 hours of paid work in 2016-17, with inmates
employed as cleaners, interpreters, library assistants, kitchen assistants and barbers, among other
roles.

The "vast majority" of the work is paid at £1 per hour, according to Duncan Lewis solicitors, which has
issued judicial review proceedings to challenge a Home Office rule, unchanged since 2008, that sets
this maximum rate.

In statement seen by Sky News, a detainee claimant working as a cleaner said detainees are the only
workers cleaning communal spaces, messy rooms, sinks and toilets in a "disgusting state", in a wing
populated by up to 150 people.
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They said they feel "taken advantage of".

People in detention might take a job in order to buy essentials such as toiletries, phone credit or
additional food stuffs, all of which can be expensive in immigration centres.

N, who wanted to remain anonymous, told Sky News he is earning money to send to his family.

"They have been through hell because of my situation. Whatever I work is for them," he said.

Because of the low pay he can cover little more than basic support for his family and goes without
buying extras for himself.

While he enjoys and draws great satisfaction from his work - which he feels is necessary, helps other
detainees, and keeps him engaged - he feels the pay he receives should be "commensurate" with what
the work is worth.

"It's something I want to make a living from," he said, adding a change would make a big difference to
him, and to other detainees, many of whom are saddled with large legal costs.
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Claimants are also objecting to a lack of flexibility from the Home Office, which offers no chance of
bonuses or overtime increases.

Lawyers say this means immigration detainees have a worse lot than prisoners - who are often paid less
but get bonus opportunities.

A Home Office spokesperson told Sky News that paid work opportunities were entirely voluntary for
detainees and help "keep them occupied whilst their removal is arranged".

"The numbers of detainees volunteering for paid activities across the detention estate is evidence that
the jobs are popular," a spokesperson said. "This practice is not a substitute for the work of trained
staff."
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However, both detainees and the lawyers representing them say they believe the centres often depend
on the work of detainees.

"They're basically cleaning their own detention centre so they can live there. It's framed as giving them a
chance, but it's really just exploitative," lawyer Philip Armitage said.
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